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**01**

**Electronically** enables Ministry/Department/State/UT to view consolidated picture of e-Transaction statistics & visualize status of their utilization.

**02**

**Transaction** data of various applications available in tabular and graphical form enabling analysis.

**03**

**Aggregates & Analyses** e-Transaction count from applications integrated with it automatically using Web Services Technology with drill down capabilities and comparison of performance with other State.

**04**

**Layer** providing consolidated view of e-Transactions through e-Gov applications.

---

**State Portal**

Includes eTransaction analysis of State level data in form of attractive BI visuals and analytical dashboards.

**Personalized portal for States and Union Territories is implemented on eTaal 2.0**

- **High eTransaction count per 1000 population**
- **Average eTransaction count per 1000 population**
- **Low eTransaction count per 1000 population**

**Service Directory**

Provides details of e-Governance application delivering the service along with the details of spatial spread for a given service.

Facilitates view of eServices being delivered across the country and helps citizens in finding state level services grouped under a particular standard service.
20 Central Ministries, 36 States/UTs and 22 MMPs have been registered

3,681 eServices integrated

Over 10740 crore e-Transactions recorded
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eTaal has brought several benefits like measurability leading to better management, visibility, ranking and healthy competition. eTaal has become a trendsetter in establishing similar real-time dashboards by several departments of the Central and State Governments. eTaal has the potential to take a great leap by incorporating the quality parameters of the Digital Service Standard. Compliments to the eTaal team for implementing such a useful and sustainable initiative.
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Among first few things I do after coming to office is to visit etaal.nic.in. eTaal is a great platform developed for people who wish to see updated information every day. Analytical information provided on the site is a step advance.
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